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Announcements

Quiz #3 due tonight (11:59pm)

Assignment #3 due on Friday at 11:59pm
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Warm-Up

What is the difference between an array and an 
ArrayList?

Which of the following is possible?
Cat[]

ArrayList<Cat>

int[]

ArrayList<int>
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WRAPPER CLASSES

Integer, String, Boolean, etc.
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ArrayList with Primitive Types

Cannot use ArrayList with primitive types:
• int, boolean, double, float, etc.

Instead, must use wrapper classes, which are 
similar to the primitive types, except they are 
reference types with more functionality.
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Wrapper Classes

Reference type that contains only one field – the 
primitive equivalent

• Byte byte

• Short short

• Integer int

• Long long

• Float float

• Double double

• Character char

• Boolean boolean
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Getters

In general, the name of the method is 
.<primitive_type>Value()

Check API to be sure

e.g.
Integer fiveAsInteger = new Integer(5);

int fiveAsInt = fiveAsInteger.intValue();

Similarly, doubleValue(), charValue(), 
byteValue(), etc.
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Immutability

Just as with Strings, the wrapper classes are all 
immutable, so it is not possible to change the 
value of an Integer once it is created.

• But you can change the reference though!
Integer someInteger = new Integer(4);

someInteger = new Integer(6);
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Autoboxing, Autounboxing

Since Java 5.0, Java figures out when to convert 
a primitive data type to its wrapper equivalent:

Character ch = 'a'; // this is called autoboxing

ArrayList<Integer> li= new ArrayList<Integer>();

for (int i = 0; i < 50; i++) {

li.add(i); // this is fine too

}

Or vice versa:
int sum = 0;

Integer aWrapper = 4;

sum += aWrapper; // this is auto unboxing
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Other Utility Functions

Many of these wrapper classes also have utility 
functions that are just useful.

• e.g., Integer.parseInt(String s)

• Why is this static?
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Exercise

Write a method, toArrayList(), which takes a 
double[], creates a new ArrayList<Double>, and 
returns an array list of Doubles with the same 
elements in the same order as the input array.

• i.e., convert the double[] to its ArrayList<Double> 
equivalent
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Exercise

Write our own version of a wrapper class for 
ints. Unlike Integer though, we will make our 
version mutable. That is, it should have both a 
getter and a setter.

Call this class MutableInteger.
• This class won't have autoboxing or 

autounboxing, since we wrote it ourselves.
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Outline

HashSet

HashMap
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HASHSET

Order doesn't matter; no duplicates
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Sets

What is the mathematical definition of a set?
• Like a list, but order of elements is not defined

• No duplicates

e.g.,
{3, 4, 2, 5}

{"aString", "another one", "a third"}

Not a set:
{1, 1, 2, 3}
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HashSet<E> Example

HashSet<String> unique = new 

HashSet<String>();

unique.add(“Jon Stewart”);

unique.add(“Stephen Colbert”);

unique.add(“John Oliver”);

unique.add(“Jon Stewart”);

System.out.println(unique.size()); 

//prints 3 since

//Jon Stewart is only added once
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Important Methods

add(E e) Add an element to the set

contains(Object o) Check if element is in set

remove(Object o) Remove element if there

size() Return number of elements
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Iteration through HashSets

If we want to iterate through every element of a 
HashSet, we should use a loop.

Proposal 1:
// some HashSet<String> hs

for (int i = 0; i < hs.size(); i++) {

System.out.println(hs.get(i));

}

Problem: HashSets don’t have an .get() method, 
because elements in a set are unordered.
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Solution: for Loop Version 2
HashSet<String> hs = new HashSet<String>();

// add elements to hs

for (String s : hs) { // for each element in set

System.out.println(s);

}

There are no guarantees about what order you’ll 
see the elements in.
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HashSet ArrayList

Order: doesn't matter matters

Duplicates: not allowed allowed

Index by position?

no yes

HashSets are really fast when you need to get, 
add or remove a value.
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Exercise

Write a method called union() that takes two 
HashSets of Integers, and returns a new HashSet
containing all of the elements in both of the 
original HashSets.

e.g., first set: {1, 4, 3}

second set: {4, 5, 7}

returned set: {1, 4, 3, 5, 7}
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HASHMAP

Key, value pairs
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HashMap<K,V>

A HashMap is just a HashSet, but each element 
of the set is associated with another value.

The first element: key, of type K

The element it is associated with: value, of type V

e.g.,
HashMap<String, String>

HashMap<Integer, Double>
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Lookups

With ArrayLists, we can look things up only by 
their position in the array.

With HashMap, we can look things up in many 
more ways. What kind of HashMap would you 
use for the following?

• Look up telephone number by name

• Look up name by telephone number

• Look up date of birth by student ID

• Store the number of occurrences of a word
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Very Useful!

In many programs, you need to relate multiple 
kinds of data to each other.

Because of this, HashMaps are probably one of 
the most useful classes you'll learn in this 
course.
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HashMap Example
HashMap<String, String> instrs = new HashMap<String, 

String>();

instrs.put("Section 1", “Yang");

instrs.put("Section 2", "Jackie");

instrs.put("Section 3", “Melanie");

System.out.println("The instructor of Section 2 is " 

+ instrs.get("Section 2"));
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HashMap Methods

• containsKey(Object key)

• containsValue(Object value)

• get(Object key)

• put(K key, V value)

• remove(Object key)

• size()

See API for full descriptions:

http://docs.oracle.com/javase/7/docs/api/java/
util/HashMap.html
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Note

Each key can be associated with exactly one 
value. e.g., in a HashMap<String, Integer>:

OKAY
“Red”:3 “Blue”:4

“Orange”:6

IMPOSSIBLE
“Colour”:6 “Blue”:4

“Colour”:5
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Exercise

Write a class called City that contains the name 
and population of the city. Then, store the cities 
in a HashMap by their name.

Write some interactive code that lets you query 
the population of a city by name.
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Next Up

Implementing our own ArrayList class from 
scratch
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